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Wedding programs are an important part of the marriage proceedings. It gives the guests a very
good idea regarding what to expect from the event and make the most of it. Both the prospective
bride and the groom come together to develop the wedding program. It is an interesting keepsake
for all those who attend the ceremony and wish their best to the newlyweds. This high quality piece
of paper contains a number of important information from the name of the couple who are getting
married their parents, those who are going to attend, the programs which are going to happen.
Besides this photographs are included in it to along with some interesting quotes.

The wedding programs are unique and interesting and should be developed on quality pieces of
paper which will have a long life. By reading it the guests get a good idea regarding the bride and
the groom. How they met and when love blossomed can also be explained in such programs. Most
of the photographs which are included contain snapshots of the couple who are to be married.
Some also include pictures of the venue or the place where both of them met and even childhood
photos. Ultimately what you want to do is best left to individual discretion.

As far as the ideas for quotes regarding wedding programs is concerned there are myriad places to
choose from. Borrow liberally from the famous classic writers and make your wedding anniversary
both unique and completely interesting. You can choose from authors such as Shakespeare,
Browning and other love poets from the Golden Era of English literature. Also you can include
quotes from popular TV programs and sitcom to give it a modern touch and also bring in an element
of humor. Whatever you do always make it in good taste which is appropriate for a serious occasion
such as a wedding.

The quotes of the wedding programs should always be close to your heart, and what you really feel
about. Do not include something only because it was suggested to you. If it is a Christian wedding, it
is only natural you will have inclusion of a Bible verse or quote. It helps the guests to understand
what type of ceremony you are in for. The relevant quotes in the wedding program can be used
everywhere you deem fit right from the introduction. It increases the gravity of the event and also
adds to the beauty and the appearance of the overall effort.
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